Abstract: Understanding the organic–inorganic interphases of hybrid materials allows structure and properties control for obtaining new advanced materials. Lately, the use of ionic liquids (ILs) and poly(ionic liquids) (PILs) allowed structure control from the first sol-gel reaction steps due to their anisotropy and multiple bonding capacity. They also act as multifunctional compatibilizing agents that affect the interfacial interactions in a molecular structure-dependent manner. Thus, this review will explore the concepts and latest efforts to control silica morphology using processes such as the sol-gel, both in situ and ex situ of polymer matrices, pre-polymers or polymer precursors. It discusses how to control the polymer–filler interphase bonding, highlighting the last achievements in the interphase ionicity control and, consequently, how these affect the final nanocomposites providing materials with barrier, shape–memory and self-healing properties.
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1. Introduction

Hybrid materials produced via sol-gel process allow the permanent incorporation of organic groups in inorganic systems, integrating both properties of the components. Sol-gel process also permits preparation of new materials with high purity and homogeneity under relatively mild conditions. A better understanding of the organic–inorganic interfaces of sol-gel based hybrid materials allows structure and properties control, thus been extremely important when new advanced materials syntheses are in focus. The interface tuning allows creating hybrid materials with properties that are not only the sum of individual contributions of both phases, but specific and unique for the system [1].

Many studies have reported that, besides the pH, temperature and concentration effects, applying ionic and/or highly anisotropic compounds into the sol-gel system can cause significant changes [2]. Among those, the use of ionic liquids (ILs), due to their ionicity, anisotropy and multiple bond capacity, have shown to allow structure control. Perhaps most importantly, the ILs present the most dramatic effects when applied in the first sol-gel process steps, both in simple or complex gel growth [3–5]. Thus, the understanding of the sol-gel hydrolysis and condensation steps, and the basic parameters controlling them, is necessary for unveiling the IL’s role.

It has been shown that both, the ex situ application of pre-formed sol-gel silica-IL hybrids in melted thermoplastics [6] and in situ formation in thermosets [4,7–10] or water soluble polymers [11] improve significantly thermo–mechanical properties of polymer matrices. In those systems ILs act
as multifunctional compatibilizing agents that affect the interfacial interactions, which becomes dependent on the IL’s molecular structure, morphology and functional groups. Therefore, controlling the applied IL molecular structure allows also tuning the nanocomposites’ final properties.

2. Hybrid Silica Materials via Sol-Gel Process

Sol-gel describes hydrolysis and condensation processes and covers the synthesis of solid materials, such as metal oxides, from solution-state precursors. Its main advantage is the feasible synthesis tuning by changing and monitoring reaction parameters (e.g., pH, catalyst, temperature and/or reactants concentration) [2], and forming species with controllable nanoscale architecture, unique morphologies and properties. Thus, it is a constant source of new surface and interphase controlled materials that allows physicochemical properties adjustment under mild reaction conditions [12]. Moreover, potential functionalities can be easily expanded by organic functional groups incorporation into the inorganic matrix. Hybrid inorganic–organic materials formed in such a way are more adaptable to materials engineering, producing specific properties for the vast application range; e.g., hybrid coatings [13], biohybrids [14] and materials for medical applications [15].

The strategies for the synthesis of hybrid sol-gel materials are extensively discussed in the literature [1,16,17], however, two main synthesis pathways are presented; (i) one-pot synthesis (co-condensation) and (ii) post-synthesis (silylation). The main difference between those two strategies is the organic modification degree. In the co-condensation method, the organic groups are grafted into the inner and outer pore walls during their formation and the organic limit for this modification is 40 mol % for avoiding pore disorganization. When functionalization occurs after the pore formation, the organic modifier is attached only to the outer pore walls, thus the organic limit can be higher [15]. In these systems, the interphase properties play an important role in establishing the final material’s function. Based on the interphase type, the sol-gel process allows the formation of two main classes of hybrid materials. In the first one, inorganic and organic components are incorporated with weak (noncovalent) bonds, including ionic interactions, hydrogen bonding (H-bonding), van der Waals forces and $\pi-\pi$ interactions [1]. An example of the first class is the organic molecule “imprisonment” into the formed inorganic network cavities, in an extremely homogenous manner. The pigment rodamine 6G [18], pyrene [19] or enzymes [20] are only a few examples of organic molecules that could be successfully imprisoned into the silica matrix. However, in the second class, two phases are strongly (covalent and/or ionocovalent) bonded. The preparation of organically modified alcoxysilane precursors, i.e., $R’nSi(OR)_{4-n}$ or $(OR)_{4-n}Si-R’-Si(OR)_{4-n}$ ($n = 1, 2, 3$), and their use in hydrolysis and condensation steps, is an example of this class. In this case, organofunctionalized group ($-R’$) affects the inorganic network formation depending on its chemical structure [21].

3. Ionic Liquids

Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic salts with melting temperature ($T_m$) $\leq 100$ °C, which present ionocovalent structures and belong to the multifunctional agents’ class. The IL molecules are constituted of counter ions and are often liquid at room temperature [22,23]. In comparison to the traditional salts e.g., NaCl, the ILs usually contain bulky organic cations with low symmetry degree (Figure 1). The cation’s asymmetry and charge dislocation result in weak electrostatic interactions, decreasing the $T_m$ [22]. The ions’ size can drastically influence the $T_m$. For example, the NaCl contains small ions that allow the formation of a compact crystalline resulting in a high $T_m$, while larger ions, such as bis(trifluoromethylsulfonylimide $[NTf_2]$ or hexafluorophosphate $[PF_6]$), make crystalline packing less efficient, thus significantly decreasing the $T_m$. Also the increase in the cation alkyl side chain length causes an increase in $T_m$ (Table 1) [24].
Wier produced an aprotic IL using ethylpyridinium bromate and aluminum chloride. The cations were derived from organic components via alquilation with alkyl halide [27]. However, these ILs are what was probably the first protic IL, Ethanolammonium nitrate (m.p. 52–55°C) [25]. Only almost 30 years later, in 1914, Walden synthesized the first protic room temperature IL via neutralization of ethylamin with HNO₃, forming ethylammonium nitrate (Fig. 1). In 1951, Hurley and Wier produced an aprotic IL using ethylpyridinium bromate and aluminum chloride. The cations were derived from organic components via alquilation with alkyl halide [27]. However, these ILs are not used nowadays since they are sensitive to moisture. The first water-stable ILs were synthesized by Wilkes and Zaworotko in 1992 and contained tetrafluoroborate [BF₄], hexafluorophosphate [PF₆] or bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [NTf₂] anions; although the hydrolysis of [BF₄] and [PF₆], forming fluoridric acid (HF), was later reported disproving this claim. From that moment on, a large number of ILs with organic cations and inorganic or organic anions were obtained and studied [22,24]. The most typical cations comprised of aromatic nitrogen containing heterocycles, e.g., imidazole, pyrrolo and pyridinium, or acyclic cations e.g., ammonium, phosphonium and sulphonium (Fig. 1).

Depending on their structures, ILs may present many desirable properties such as low volatility, corrosivity and flammability, high thermal and chemical stability, good thermal conductivity and ionic mobility [22]. These properties have been exploited in many applications like solvents for organic reactions and bioscience (i.e., cellulose dissolution) [28], combustion and solar cells and as catalysts or electrolytes for batteries [23]. Moreover, the ILs’ application fields are constantly expanding due to their large number of possible structural modifications. Specific structural changes, like cation functionalization (with alkyl chains of different length or polar groups) or anion exchange, can cause variations in many properties, such as viscosity, ionic conductivity and solubility, as well as

**Table 1.** Melting temperature (Tₘ) of common inorganic salts in comparison to ILs based on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium [CₙMIm] cations and chloride [Cl], hexafluorophosphate [PF₆] or bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [NTf₂] anions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inorganic Salts</th>
<th>Tₘ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl</td>
<td>772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C₄MIm][Cl]</td>
<td>68 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C₄MIm][NTf₂]</td>
<td>44 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C₄MIm][PF₆]</td>
<td>10 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C₁₀MIm][PF₆]</td>
<td>32 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C₁₆MIm][PF₆]</td>
<td>75 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values obtained from reference [24].
in the degradation \( (T_d) \) and glass transition \( (T_g) \) temperatures \([22,29,30]\). For example, side chain length increase from -C\(_4\)H\(_9\) to -C\(_{10}\)H\(_{21}\) of 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazole cation caused \( T_d \) reduction \([24]\). Another example would be the expressive increase in water solubility and decrease in the \( T_d \) after exchanging the hydrophobic [NTf\(_2\)] anion by the more hydrophilic [BF\(_4\)] \([24]\). The IL’s functionalization with polar groups (e.g., ether-, carboxy- or alcohol-) has been attracting considerable attention for areas like deep-euthetic solvents, electrochemistry and materials with biological interfaces \([30,31]\). The introduction of polar groups leads to reduced viscosity, crystallinity, \( T_m \) and \( T_g \), as well as increased polarity, hydrophilicity and hydrogen-bonding capability among IL molecules \([32]\), when compared to their aliphatic analogs \([33,34]\). Moreover, another structure variation can be caused by competitions between the cation–cation (e.g., ether–ether) and cation–anion interactions, resulting in cation dimers formation \([35,36]\). The ILs are also used in areas like bioscience and bioengineering since they present antimicrobial \([37–39]\), antitumoral, antioxidant \([40]\) properties and have low toxicity to human leucocytes \([38]\), especially when derived from the imidazolium cation. Imidazolium salts can also be found in nature, e.g., Lepidiline A and B that are present in the Peruvian maca roots, Lepidium meyenii, and demonstrate anticancer properties \([41]\).

Due to their biodegradability \([42]\), ILs are frequently referred to as green solvents \([43]\), as they help reducing the use of volatile, dangerous and pollutant organic solvents, making especially the new materials synthesis more environmentally friendly. Moreover, based on their unique physicochemical properties, the ILs application in the new materials synthesis produce distinct morphologies and properties not accessible with the use of common organic solvents or water. A significant increase in radical polymerization reaction efficiency was observed when IL was used as reaction medium instead of other polar/coordinative solvents. In the case of atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) and reversible addition/fragmentation chain-transfer polymerization (RAFT), ILs facilitated the separation between polymer and residual catalyst as well as reduced the number of side reactions \([44–48]\). Their capacity to preserve high ionic conductivity up to the decomposition temperature propelled many studies where electrolyte matrices were developed. In order to perform this, ILs were physically or chemically gelled with the low molecular weight components, inorganic particles or carbon nanotubes to form quasi-solid ion conductive electrolytes \([49–53]\).

Also, the ILs solidification by polymers and production of highly conductive polymeric gel have been recently developed. These conductive polymeric gels can be divided in tree types: (i) polymers doped with ILs, where, only part of the system is solubilized by the IL; e.g., an ABA triblock copolymer can be doped with IL which is capable to solubilize B block at low temperatures while immiscible A blocks aggregate due to phase separation and form a ionogel. The system will present thermoreversible gelation if block A is soluble in IL at high temperatures \([54,55]\). (ii) in situ polymerization of vinyl monomers in ILs, where the molecularly dispersed monomers polymerize to form a homogeneous network swelled by IL medium, forming ionogels \([56]\). (iii) ILs polymerization, where polymerizable groups are covalently introduced into the IL’s cation or anion structures. In this way, the IL itself will become the cross-linked ionogel. A great variety of polymerizable ILs was reported in the literature, some of them include polycation, polyanion, copolymer and poly(zwitterion) ILs \([55,57]\).

Moreover, many ILs can be used in polymer systems as plasticizers, lubricants, strengthening or interfacial agents, causing improvements in barrier, mechanical and thermal properties \([58,59]\). Furthermore, the effect as morphology drivers/templates in ceramic nanoparticles formation \([5,60–67]\) and their further use in compatibilizing various polymer nanocomposites \([4,6–9,11]\) have been extensively investigated.


Besides all the control options available by changing the sol-gel process parameters, it is also possible to obtain differentiated structures when organic components are used as templates. The gel formation over a template that can be further removed allows molding the final material’s morphology. This process is referred in various studies as molecular imprinting, nanocasting or
lost-wax method [68–71]. Two 3D molecular imprinting methods, which are dependent on the organic–inorganic interphase, are often used: (i) for noncovalent-bonded interphases, the imprinting regions can be produced by the template-matrix affinity. Applied sol-gel precursor should then form an enough porous matrix for allowing the template’s extraction after the drying process (Figure 2a); (ii) for interphases with reversible covalent bonds, the polymerization of organically modified alcoxysilane precursor (precursor-template or precursor-sacrificial spacer) can be used in excess. Then, the template or sacrificial spacer can be chemically removed, leaving free specific sized spaces (Figure 2b) [70].

![Figure 2. Molecular imprinting methods in sol-gel process (a) noncovalent templating and (b) covalent templating [70] (permission obtained for reproduction).](image)

The application of templates in molecular imprinting offers broad range of 3D matrices in different configurations. Thin films, porous materials or bulk structures are just examples that can be used as adsorbents or separation materials, catalysts or sensors. Many modeling (templating) techniques are discussed in the literature, using a broad variety of solvents, surfactants [71,72], even natural products (Figure 3) [73]. Moreover, the effect of these molecules into the sol-gel development is so intrinsic that the final gel will inherit the natural ordering of entrapped molecules. A very illustrative example can be given by the entrapment of chiral molecules. Depending on how a chiral template is applied to the sol-gel process it can lead to the formation of quiral pores [74] that after the template removal will be selective for that enantiomer used [75], or even the whole gel structure can self-assemble to a helical structure obeying the template’s chirality (Figure 3c) [76].
walls during the maturation and extraction process (both when using solvent and calcination), using TMOS as the silica precursor and a formic acid excess as the catalyst. The gel formed by this method phase confined into the gel’s scaffold [66]. The IL was then extracted, leaving porous structure with viability of ILs use in this type of synthesis [65]. Klingshirn et al. used [C4MIm][Cl] as a chemical additive to control the drying process, thus the sol-gel silica porosity [81]. They observed that characteristic for MCM-41 adding an improved lamellar ordering, showing the viability of ILs use in this type of synthesis [65]. Kinoshita et al. observed, using the sol-gel method with 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium cation. It allowed obtaining the porosity and crystallinity when a longer alkyl side chain was applied [82]. Seddon et al. reported the formation of mesoporous silica (MCM-41) with hexagonal structure, prepared in lightly basic conditions, by substituting the traditional template, alkyltrimethylammonium, with ILs based on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium [C4MIm] cation. It allowed obtaining the porosity and crystallinity characteristic for MCM-41 adding an improved lamellar ordering, showing the viability of ILs use in this type of synthesis [65]. Klingshirn et al. used [C4MIm][Cl] as a chemical additive to control the drying process, thus the sol-gel silica porosity [81]. They observed that this IL formed a non-volatile liquid layer on the pore walls’ surfaces. This strengthened the gel walls during the maturation and extraction process (both when using solvent and calcination),

In the sol-gel process, ILs not only act as templates, but have ability to stabilize the structures formed, working as efficient templates/solvents [67] and, in some cases templates/solvents/reactants [77]. The first attempt to substitute common organic solvents with ILs, as a reaction medium/template for inorganic materials’ formation via sol-gel method, was successfully performed by Dai et al. in 2000 [78]. They applied 1-n-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonylimide [C2MIm][NTf2] for the gel formation using tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) as the silica precursor and a formic acid excess as the catalyst. The gel formed by this method is often called as ionogel and it results in two interpenetrating continuous 3D networks, i.e., an IL phase confined into the gel’s scaffold [66]. The IL was then extracted, leaving porous structure with high specific surface area (similar to those in aerogels 720 m2/g) without the need of using supercritical solvents. Additionally, modifying the IL/silica ratio allowed controlling the pore size, providing a versatile method for high porosity gels preparation [78]. From that moment on, a countless number of new hybrid materials synthesized via sol-gel method using ILs as solvents [21,79], co-solvents [80,81], surfactants, drying controllers [81], crystals growth modifiers [82], as well as templates [61–65,67] emerged. Kinoshita et al. observed, using the sol-gel method with 1-n-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [C2MIm][BF4] or 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [C4MIm][BF4] as solvents, a higher Al(OH)3 crystallinity when a longer alkyl side chain was applied [82]. Seddon et al. reported the formation of mesoporous silica (MCM-41) with hexagonal structure, prepared in lightly basic conditions, by substituting the traditional template, alkyltrimethylammonium, with ILs based on 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium [C4MIm] cation. It allowed obtaining the porosity and crystallinity characteristic for MCM-41 adding an improved lamellar ordering, showing the viability of ILs use in this type of synthesis [65].

Figure 3. Molecular imprinted materials and their surface structure diversity. SEM images of (a) camellia and (b) rapeseed pollens (top) with their molecular impressions (bottom) [73] (permission obtained for reproduction); (c) chiral helical structure formed by a chiral low molecular weight gelators as templates [76] (Reprinted from Ref. [76] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.) and (d) macroporous silica used for biodiesel synthesis where liquid crystalline surfactants and polystyrene beads were used as templates [72] (Reprinted from Ref. [72] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.).
decreasing the risk of structure collapse and forming highly porous morphology. Karout and Pierre showed that adding $[\text{C}_4\text{MIm}][\text{BF}_4]$ during the condensation stage increased the gelification time. Also by changing the IL’s concentration the xerogels’ and aerogels’ pore sizes were controllable [80]. Zhou et al. used 1-hexadecyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride $[\text{C}_{16}\text{MIm}][\text{Cl}]$ as a template for obtaining super-microporous monolithic silica with lamellar ordering [62]. The same group produced highly ordered lamellar and mesoporous titania using 1-$n$-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate $[\text{C}_4\text{MIm}][\text{BF}_4]$ and 1-$alkyl$-3-methylimidazolium chloride $[\text{C}_n\text{MIm}][\text{Cl}]$ as templates, which were further removed with acetonitrile or by calcinating at high temperature [64,83]. They also synthesized worm-like mesoporous silica using $[\text{C}_4\text{MIm}][\text{BF}_4]$, and in the same work presented one of the first attempts to explain the silica-IL interaction mechanism. They suggested that an H-bond “co-$\pi$-$\pi$ stacking” mechanism, in which the IL, within the reaction medium, simultaneously self-organizes and interacts with the growing silica domains. This mechanism predicts the simultaneous existence of H-bonds between $[\text{BF}_4]$ anions and silica matrix together with imidazolium rings $\pi-\pi$ stacking, which resulted in mesoporous silica formation (Figure 4) [61]. Based on that, the geometry, size, polarity and Coulomb coupling forces between anions and cations contribute directly to the final particle size, compactness and morphology (Figure 4) [4,5,60–63,65,79,84,85].

These studies described mostly the participation of ILs in the sol-gel process only after hydrolysis process and when the condensed phase was dominant in the growing network. However, it is known that the structural behavior of the original solution also determines the polycondensation and network formation in the sol-gel process [2]. Further, a series of studies were performed applying and investigating the influence of different ILs from the first moments of the reaction, allowing further particle structure control [3–5,8,60]. It was observed initially that the use of ILs with 1-ethylene glycol monomethyl ether-3-methylimidazolium $[\text{C}_3\text{OMIm}]$ cation associated to different anions ($[\text{BF}_4]^{-}$, methanesulfonate $[\text{MeSO}_3]^{-}$, and hexafluorophosphate $[\text{PF}_6]^{-}$) resulted in highly distinct morphologies, depending on anion applied. Moreover, further extracting the ILs exposed the ordered porous silica structures formed (Figure 5) [60].

The phase structure evolution in the early stages of the sol-gel process in the presence of ether-functionalized ILs and using two different co-solvents (EtOH and iPrOH) was further investigated by time-resolved FTIR and DLS analyses [3]. A turbid transition period was observed, which was correlated to the water consumption rate and phase structure evolution, and dependent on the IL’s cation side chain length, where shorter one produced longer transition periods and larger particles [3,4]. Moreover, in the presence of water, these ILs produced acidic species that promoted the TEOS hydrolysis step [3]. The decrease in reaction times was also observed in later study, where the presence of $[\text{BF}_4]^{-}$ anion reduced the gelation time (up to $500\times$). In the same work, six different ILs were used as dynamic templates for sol-gel silica synthesis to reduce random agglomeration process. The direct interaction of ILs with growing silica systems was confirmed by microporosity, fractal structuring and morphology changes [5]. To our knowledge, in all systems where ILs were applied
from the beginning of the hydrolytic sol-gel reaction [3–5,60] they accelerated gelation process while presented an opposite behavior when applied after pre-hydrolysis step [80]. It shows an important role of ILs in catalyzing and organizing the sol–gel hydrolysis step, influencing the entire evolution process even when used in very small content.

Figure 5. Photographs of silica xerogels synthesized with (a) [C₃O₁MIm][MeSO₃]; (b) [C₃O₁MIm][BF₄] and (c) [C₃O₁MIm][PF₆]; before grinding and (d) SEM images of silica after [C₃O₁MIm][PF₆] extraction [60] (permission obtained for reproduction).

The use of ILs in non-hydrolytic sol-gel process was also investigated in various studies. Viau et al. prepared non-exuding, crack-free, and transparent monoliths using formic acid solvolysis with [NTf₂] containing ILs. After the extraction obtained porous materials with 10–15 nm and 3 cm³/g pore size and pore volumes, respectively [86]. The mixture of TMOS and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate [C₂MIm][SCN] was used by Chandra et al. in non-hydrolytic sol-gel process with high IL loading (85–92 wt %) to prepare tubular spring-like gel structure and porous silica nano-nails after IL extraction [87]. They also studied the use of [C₃O₁MIm][BF₄] and TEOS in different gelation temperatures (−10, 0, 30 °C). Gels densities, their pore parameters (diameter, surface area, volume and porosity), phase transition temperatures (Tᵥ, Tᵥ, and Tᵦ), IL’s thermal stability and vibrational spectra were affected by changes in gelation temperature. Gels prepared at lower temperatures presented higher porosity [88]. Also application of IL into non-hydrolytic sol-gel process accelerates the consumption of TMOS, formic acid and methanol, catalyzing the solvolysis process [89,90].

These materials constitute a new family of thermally-resistant structurally-ordered solids that can be exploited in areas like electrochemistry [21,91,92], catalysis [93,94], biocatalysis, optics, sensors [85], electrorheological fluids [95–97] and nanocomposites preparation [4,6–9,11].

5. Polymer-Sol-Gel Silica Hybrid Nanocomposites

Polymer hybrids are multicomponent heterogeneous systems showing excellent properties in comparison with homogeneous polymer materials or composite polymers containing micro- or
macro-heterogeneities (fillers) in the polymer matrix. In contrast to classical composite materials, the heterogeneity in the polymer nanocomposites or hybrids occurs only on the nano or molecular scale level. The exceptional properties of these systems originate from immense polymer–nanofiller interfacial area and depend on interphase interaction strength. Moreover, the polymer hybrids exhibit optical clarity due to the small size of heterogeneity domains [98].

The organic–inorganic (O–I) polymers involving inorganic components blended in a polymer matrix are typical hybrid materials. Usually, Si, Ti, Sn or Al-based inorganic compounds, are used as inorganic nanofillers. Under optimum conditions, the O–I polymers show both phase properties synergy, i.e., hardness, strength, thermal resistance or non-flammability of the inorganic phase associated to elasticity, toughness and good processability of the polymer. A convenient procedure for organic and inorganic components integration is the conventional sol-gel process technique. It permits preparation of the nanocomposites using both the traditional “top-down” approach, i.e., fillers and polymer matrices synthesized previously, or a self-assembly “bottom-up” processes, e.g., (i) polymerization of alkoxysilanes in a polymer matrix [99,100], (ii) simultaneous in situ formation of filler and polymer matrix [101,102] and also (iii) polymerization of functionalized (alkoxysilane) end-linked polymers [103,104]. The preparation method affects final product properties and the carefully choice of synthesis pathway is crucial when specific properties are desired. Also, effective filler dispersion is a very important aspect since it determines the final nanocomposites’ performance and properties reproducibility. Moreover, for systems presenting weak polymer–filler interaction, the filler–filler interaction prevails and larger inorganic domains are formed, thus disturbing the homogeneity on the small-scale level. Finally, inorganic phase percolation may also occur, leading to a co-continuous O–I phase structure. The silica’s strong interparticle forces cause its agglomeration even when applied as filler into polar matrices, e.g., epoxy resins [105]. In the case of nanocomposites based on low polarity matrices, e.g., polyolefins, the homogeneous polar filler dispersion is an even bigger challenge due to the lower filler-matrix affinity [6,106]. The commonly used techniques for nanosilica dispersion in the polymer matrix can be distinguished as physical and chemical. The physical methods include mixture in solution and processing in molten state, while chemical methods mainly consist on the above mentioned in situ polymerizations variations [107–109]. The disadvantage of solution mixing, where the pre-made particles are dispersed in the polymer solution, is the filler sedimentation and/or agglomeration tendency. Mechanical filler dispersion in molten polymer matrix permits components interaction without the use of a solvent [110]. However, this technique also causes filler agglomeration, especially when polar filler is applied. The manipulation of organic–inorganic interfacial interactions available in the in situ synthesis methods provides more possibilities to overcome the agglomeration problem. Silica preparation via sol-gel process in the presence of a polymer (e.g., in solution or in molten state via reactive extrusion) or mer to be polymerized allows obtaining nanocomposites in one or two steps. Mainly alkoxysilanes are used as precursors to generate inorganic structures and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) is one of the most widely used precursors for in situ silica network formation within an organic matrix (Figure 6).

\[
\text{Si(OR)}_4 + n\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Si(OR)}_{4-n}\text{H}(\text{OH}) + n\text{ROH} \quad (a)
\]

\[
\text{Si-OH} + \text{HO-Si} \rightarrow \text{Si-O-Si} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (b)
\]

\[
\text{Si-OH} + \text{RO-Si} \rightarrow \text{Si-O-Si} + \text{ROH} \quad (c)
\]

**Figure 6.** Schematic representation of an alkoxysilane’s hydrolysis (a); hydrolytic condensation (b) and alcohol condensation (c) steps.

The sol-gel process is sensitive to reaction conditions, such as catalysts, water concentration, solvent, etc. While acid catalysts promote mainly hydrolysis, the basic catalysis promotes more
polycondensation [2]. In this process, the selection of the silica domains growth mechanism (i.e., monomer–cluster or cluster–cluster) is an important factor for good filler dispersion. It was found that the tendency of forming smaller silica domains in cluster–cluster mechanism makes it more favorable for the homogeneous nanocomposite formation [4,6–8,111]. Also the non-hydrolytic approach provides slower nanosilica growth, thus facilitating better structure and morphology control [8,112]. The first O–I polymer, with in situ generated silica domains, was prepared by Wilkes using TEOS and functionalized polymer [104]. The Wilkes morphological model described the O–I polymer as a hybrid network consisting of flexible polymer-rich domains with dispersed glassy silica-rich domains and a mixed interface. Since then, many in situ formed polymer–silica nanocomposites based on polypropylene (PP) [113–115], polyvinyl acetate (PVA) [116], polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH) [117–119], high amorphous vinyl alcohol (HAVOH) [11], polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [120], polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [121,122], polyacrilate [123,124] and epoxy matrix [4,7,112], were successfully synthesized.

Generally, the O–I polymer forms a complex structure and a multiphase morphology. The development of the phase structure plays an important role in the polymer hybrid build-up. During the O–I system polymerization the microphase separation takes place and the resulting hybrid structure and morphology depend on reaction conditions, system composition, diluent, etc. Physical interaction or covalent bonding between phases improves O–I system compatibility leading to the finer morphology, thus affects final nanocomposites’ properties. The interfacial region starts at the nanoparticle’s, where the properties differ from the bulk, and finishes at the polymer matrix boundaries, where the properties become equal to the matrix bulk. This region is between 2 nm and 50 nm thick, where its size depends on the nanofiller’s dispersion, size and shape [98], and its chemical characteristics, crystallinity and polymer chain mobility can be altered from the bulk [125]. In order to increase interfacial bonding, and to obtain homogeneous dispersion, three main strategies are usually applied; (i) inorganic particles’ surface modification, (ii) polymer matrices surface modification and (iii) interfacial modifier, compatibilizer or coupling agent application [107,109].

The silica surface modification with silane coupling agents (Si(OR)$_3$R’) is one of the most often used techniques and can be performed in both aqueous and nonaqueous systems. These bifunctional agents contain two terminal functionally active groups, creating silica–polymer bonding, where the Si(OR)$_3$ group reacts with silica and the functional organic group reacts/interacts with the polymer matrix. Triethoxyvinylsilane (VTS), 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (MPTS), (3-Glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (GTMS), (3-Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTS), (3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (McPTS) and (3-Chloropropyl)trimethoxysilane (CPTS) are some of the commonly used silane coupling agents [107].

Significant dispersion improvements could be obtained by Matějka et al. in epoxy–silica nanocomposites when Glycidyltrimethoxysilane (GTMS) was used as coupling agent in nonhydrolytic sol-gel process. The slow structure formation prevented phase separation improving homogeneity and, as a consequence, thermo–mechanical properties. The covalent interfacial adhesion significantly increased the storage moduli when compared to pure epoxy matrix [112]. Improvements in $T_g$ and thermal stability of epoxy–silica nanocomposites were also obtained by nonhydrolytic sol-gel process with assistance of GTMS. Authors found out that the synergistic effect produced by the TEOS/TMOS/GTMS combination could further improve nanocomposites’ thermo–mechanical performance. This approach allows better structure control during polymerization, resulting in easier tuning of hybrids morphology and final properties [126].

In the case of self-assembled systems, the noncovalent interactions are necessary to provide enough mobility to the molecules. In such systems, the application of non-reactive interfacial modifier or compatibilizer is a practical way for the silica dispersion improvement [107,109]. Ethyl methacrylate (EMA), ethylene ethyl acrylate (EEA) and ethyl butacrylate (EBA) copolymers as well sulfonate salts are some examples of frequently used compatibilizers and surfactants. These molecules do not form covalent bonding, but they are miscible and interact with nanocomposite components. Moreover,
the reversible nature of noncovalent interactions (e.g., H-bonding and ionic interactions) allows preparation of self-healing, stimuli-responsive and renewable materials.

5.1. Ionic Liquids as Multifunctional Additives in Polymer–Silica Nanocomposites

Initially, ILs were applied almost exclusively as a substitution of the conventional volatile organic solvents, transforming dangerous processes in recyclable and environmental friendly [42]. Later on, the range of application fields was broadened to the use in polymerization, electrolytes in batteries and in the nanocomposites preparation. Especially the ILs with imidazolium cation were applied in variety of processes and materials, principally due to their feasible property tuning via cation and anion structural modification and auto-organization characteristic [77]. Moreover, their further functionalization allows adaptation for better interaction in specific polymer systems (Figure 7). When ILs are present from the beginning of the sol-gel, where all the reagents are still molecularly distributed, small IL amounts may cause significant effects. Thus, applying ILs via sol-gel method into polymer matrices decrease the need of their removal at the end of the process. In this way, they act as compatibilizing, dispersing and lubricating agents, i.e., active multifunctional additives, improving nanocomposite physicochemical properties.

Figure 7. Representation types of interfacial interactions among silica-IL and (a) nonpolar (e.g., polyolefins) and polar (b) PVOH and (c) epoxy resins.

Considering the IL-silica modification to be applied into a polymer matrix, some studies should be mentioned; Donato et al. introduced IL-modified xerogel silica, containing imidazolium cations functionalized with long aliphatic chains (alkyl-IL), into melted iPP providing improvements in the dispersion and decrease in filler compactness. The synergism obtained due to silica/IL addition provoked an increase in the nanocomposites thermal resistance. The compatibilization between nonpolar matrix and polar filler (Figure 7a) was confirmed by increase in $T_c$, where the hybrid filler
worked as nucleating agent [6]. Carvalho et al. covalently bonded 1-(3-trimethoxysilylpropyl)-3-methyl imidazolium chloride to the growing sol-gel silica, affecting the gelation time, surface area and morphology. Then, the IL modified-silica was compounded with epoxy prepolymer, affecting the rheological properties of the uncured dispersions and the glass transition temperature of the cured hybrid without influencing the storage modulus [127]. Detailed studies of IL-driven sol-gel mechanisms in epoxy–silica systems were performed by Perchacz et al. [10]. The structure of the obtained silica-IL precursors varied from highly condensed 3D cage-like, branched ladder-like to cyclic ones when C₄MImCl or C₄MImMeSO₃ were applied, respectively (Figure 8). An extensive experimental (²⁹Si NMR, rheology measurements, MALDI-TOF and ATR-FTIR spectroscopy) and theoretical (DFT) study demonstrated that precursor characteristics and evolution were driven mostly by H-bonding interactions between the imidazolium ring, the anion and the growing silicon species. Moreover, the authors found evidence that a kind of silanol/silicate transition could be happening in specific conditions, where the silicate anion formed could be stabilized by the positively charged imidazolium ring (Figure 8). The pre-formed silica-IL precursors incorporation into epoxy–amine matrix caused general nanocomposite thermal and mechanical reinforcement (e.g., ~50% increase in the energy to break and 40% increase in the elongation at break), where Silica-C₄MImMeSO₃ presented the best efficacy.

![Figure 8. Theoretical structures and evolution of Silica-IL precursors when [C₄MIm][Cl] or [C₄MIm][MeSO₃] were applied [10] (permission obtained for reproduction).](image)

The application of ILs into the two-step simultaneous filler-matrix polymerization, e.g., epoxy/sol-gel silica, allowed further improvement in nanofiller dispersion, since all components were in the liquid state (molecular level dispersion) during the mixing step. Moreover, these systems showed high sensibility to the type of IL applied, where alkyl-IL caused significant increase in the epoxy matrix brittleness and decreasing the toughness [4]. On the other hand, the addition of IL functionalized with ether (ether-IL) or carboxy (carboxy-IL) groups promoted not only an excellent nanosilica dispersion but also presented good filler-matrix interfacial interaction. This permitted preparation of nanocomposites with high storage modulus and tensile strength, as well as, with a high extensibility and toughness. The capacity of H-bonding, presented by ether-IL [32], and covalent
bonding, by carboxyl-IL, (Figure 7c) permitted interphase tuning and produced nanocomposites with high toughness without decrease in storage moduli [7,8].

Interestingly, most of the effects discussed herein happened exclusively when the ILs were applied into the sol-gel process or during the in situ simultaneous nanocomposite formation. Otherwise, when applied ex situ or as a simple additive/compatibilizer to nanocomposite formation ILs mainly produced plasticizing effects to the polymer matrix, especially in the case of melt compounding. Moreover, applying the ILs in the first steps of the sol-gel process or nanocomposite formation demanded only very small amounts of IL (<1 wt %) to cause drastic modifications into the systems. This demonstrated a multifunctional role of the ILs during both silica structuration and polymer matrix morphological evolution [4,6].

5.2. Applications of Polymer–Silica-IL Nanocomposites

The abovementioned multiple-bonding nature of the interfaces formed by ILs caused many interesting properties to be inherited by the host matrix. Especially properties that depend on this non-permanent or mobile interphase structure seem to be usually produced by those IL modifications. Moreover, there is an often misconception that as ILs produce interphases with physical bonding, i.e., H-bonding, van der Waals and Coulomb coupling, their contribution to the final properties are insignificant. However, especially the ions in these multi-ionic environments behave as distinct species rather than a simple ensemble of ions, forming complex multi-ion systems. Thus, differently from covalent bonds, these interactions can be present all over the interphase, affecting all the physical and chemical properties [128]. Although there has been a recent investigation topic and the literature produced is not very broad, initial results are quite promising in areas like; (i) gas/liquid barrier/selectivity properties, (ii) shape–memory materials and (iii) materials with self-healing properties.

5.2.1. IL-Based Nanocomposites with Barrier Properties

Controlled liquid and gas permeation is a well-desired property for materials applied to areas like smart packaging and membranes. The use of ILs and PILs for obtaining gas/liquid selective composite materials has already proven to be a feasible approach. The sum of their properties, i.e., thermal/chemical stability, low melting point, negligible vapor pressure and multiple bonding capacity, allows creating materials with permanent highly interactive liquid interphases, which can selectively interact with different gases/liquids depending on the IL’s chemical structure [129,130] (Figure 9). This allowed preparing, e.g., IL-silica membrane, using a silylated IL, with superior separation factor of toluene/H\textsubscript{2} (>17,000) [131]; IL/PIL-based metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) that allow olefin/paraffin separation [132], in situ transform dienes into monoenes [133] or sense and actuate when in the presence of NH\textsubscript{3} [134]; or even a vast number of different supported-IL membranes, polymer/IL composite membranes, gelled IL membranes and PILs-based membranes for CO\textsubscript{2} separation [135].

Moreover, the application of ILs as sustainable alternatives to traditional cross-linkers, such as glutaraldehyde, often hazardous for health and environment, for water-soluble thermoplastic polymers was also proposed. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVOH)-silica nanocomposites, in the form of thin transparent films for packaging, coating or membrane applications, were prepared by in situ sol-gel method in the presence of alkyl-, ether- and carboxyl-ILs using aqueous PVOH solution. Due to the polar character of the matrix, both ether-ILs and carboxy-ILs paired with more coordinative anions (i.e., [Cl] or [MeSO\textsubscript{3}]) formed stronger interfacial interactions, H-bond “physical cross-links” (Figure 7b), throughout the system causing significant improvements in water vapor barrier properties (~50%), storage modulus (~50%) and extensibility (~300%). This approach reduces the necessity of multilayer structuring with polyolefins, since it could be used as single-layer biodegradable film [11].
5.2.2. IL-Based Shape–Memory Materials

In the last decades, the attention of many researchers has been attracted by smart systems as materials responding to stimuli of an external environment. Shape–memory polymers (SMP) are special types of smart materials. They are stimuli-responsive polymers that can be deformed and fixed into a temporary shape and have the ability to recover the original, permanent shape upon exposure to an external stimulus, such as temperature, electric field and electromagnetic radiation.

In order to, e.g., thermally induce a shape–memory effect, the polymer is heated and deformed in the rubbery state. The deformed shape is then locked-in by cooling the material below the critical temperature $T_C$, corresponding to $T_g$ to vitrify the system, or melting temperature to crystallize it in the case of a semicrystalline polymer. The shape fixing at low temperature is an important characteristic of SMP. The elastic energy is thus stored in the material. The subsequent system heating to an above $T_C$ temperature leads to the shape recovery or to generation of the recovery stress under constrained conditions [136–138].

A common feature among different SPM based on polymer nanocomposites and blends is the presence of interphases dominated by physical interaction, such as van der Waals and ionic interactions, due to their mobile characteristic. Thus, shape-memory effect can be found in systems consisting of ionic interphases, such as, ionic polymers or PILs bearing host–guest interactions with small molecules [139] or with another polymer matrix [140], PIL-metal nanocomposites [141] and IL/PIL containing polymer-silica nanocomposites [9,142].

Dubois et al. converted a commercial polylactide (PLA) and endowed with shape-memory properties by forming an ionic nanocomposite network based on blends of PLA with imidazolium-terminated PLA and poly[ε-caprolactone-co-D,L-lactide] (P[CL-co-LA]) and surface-modified silica nanoparticles. The ionic hybrids were much more deformable compared to the neat PLA, also exhibiting shape–memory behavior with fixity ratio $R_f \approx 100\%$ and recovery ratio $R_r = 79\%$. The observed shape–memory behavior is a consequence of the ionic interactions preventing permanent slippage in the hybrids. The reversible and dynamic ionic bonding between the imidazolium-terminated polymers and the sulfonated silica nanoparticles led to distinct morphologies and very good nanoparticle dispersion within the hybrids. The sum of the improved morphology with an ionic polymer–filler interphase led to an exceptional performance, presenting an extremely long rubbery plateau and longer relaxation times, consistent with the significant shape–memory behavior observed [142].
Matějka et al. prepared a high performance SMP based on the epoxy–silica nanocomposites where the silica nanofiller was generated in situ within the epoxy matrix by the non-aqueous sol-gel process [9]. The shape memory properties, such as recovery stress, shape fixity and completeness of shape recovery, as well as the efficiency of the SMP to store the elastic energy, were improved by applying a very small amount (0.2 wt %) of IL, namely [C₄MIm][BF₄], [C₁₀MIm][BF₄] and [C₄MIm][Cl], into the epoxy–silica hybrid synthesis. The nanocomposites presented a dual shape-memory effect, where part of the shape was recovered at 60 °C and the complete recovery happened at 100 °C (Figure 10). The IL application also enhanced rubbery modulus and significantly increased toughness of the hybrids due to the strong physical dynamic interphase interaction undergoing a breaking–formation process. As a result, the recovery stress is significantly increased because of its close correlation with material toughness. Moreover, due to the modification of the epoxy–silica interphase, the IL improved the nanocomposite homogeneity, thereby reducing broadness of the $T_g$ and the polymer viscoelasticity effect. Consequently, the loss of stored mechanical energy by polymer relaxation during the shape-memory cycle (heating–cooling–heating) is reduced and the efficiency of the SMP is increased. The synthesized epoxy–silica hybrids showed excellent shape fixity (~100%), complete recovery (>98%) and very high recovery stress, $\sigma_r = 3.9$ MPa [9].

![Figure 10. Images from an epoxy–silica-IL nanocomposite with dual SM effect showing its initial shape, deformation after heating up to 110 °C and subsequent cooling down, and first (60 °C) and second (110 °C) stages of SM effect (above). Nanocomposite’s storage modulus and loss factor tan δ temperature sweep, showing the transitions related to the dual SM effect [9] (Reproduced from Ref. [9] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.).](image-url)
5.2.3. IL-Based Self-Healing Materials

The self-healing polymer materials belong to the most promising applications of smart materials. These polymers are stimuli responsive and possess the ability to self-heal when damaged [143–145]. Often inspired by nature-based materials, synthetic self-healing allows the preparation of multifunctional materials that recover their fundamental properties, including mechanical strength, conductivity, fracture toughness, and corrosion resistance, after damage infliction. Although the usefulness and practicality of these materials, when considering the field of polymer nanocomposites, self-healing has remained unexplored up to very recently, providing a broad field of opportunities to be explored [146].

Just to name a few; a SMP assisted self-healing has been reported [147], consisting of the combination of two processes in a single heating step, the so called close-then-heal scheme [148]. The SMP effect results in closing microcracks in a damaged material, and rebonding by the reversible cross-linking leads then to healing nanoscopic deterioration, such as chain scission. Another approach demonstrated was the formation of silica nanocontainers loaded with, e.g., a corrosion inhibitor 2-mercaptobenzothia-zole in a hybrid sol-gel, obtaining polymer–silica nanocontainers for self-healing coatings with enhanced corrosion protection activity [149].

An often common feature of such materials is the presence of dynamic interactions, such as multiple H-bonding, hydrophobic interactions, $\pi-\pi$ stacking, metal–ligand coordination and ionic bonding. However, up to very recently the role of ionic bonding in the healing mechanism was unknown. Some light was shone upon this subject when Kalista Jr. et al. demonstrated the significant role of ionicity in the polymer healing process. They observed that, especially at lower temperatures, non-ionic materials lack sufficient strength around the crack site, which is a pre-requisite for maintaining a rigid framework during local elastic recovery. However, they also observed that highly ionic materials are only beneficial for temperatures increasing into the melt, while moderately ionic materials exhibited the best healing response over a broad temperature range [150]. These observations lead to the conclusion that materials presenting ionicity in their interfaces tend to have improved self-healing characteristics, but also that purely ionic interfaces are not the ideal approach. Based on that, the use of ILs or PILs as one of the system’s components provides that ionicity necessary for an effective healing interphase.

Based on this idea, the use of ILs/PILs was demonstrated in many different polymer systems, such as: block copolymer/IL-based functional soft materials presenting spontaneous repair damage by light illumination, driven by a reversible gel-sol-gel transition cycle with a reversible association/fragmentation of the polymer network [151]; IL-modified epoxy resin thermoset with self-healing ability for surface abrasion damage, where the viscoelastic recovery and healing ability of the damaged surface increases with increasing IL content (up to $\sim 12$ wt %) [152]; polymer/IL-based transparent, self-healing, highly stretchable ionic conductor, used to electrically activate transparent artificial muscles, that autonomously heals using ion–dipole interactions as the dynamic motif [153]; ionically cross-linked poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly-(triethyl(4-vinylbenzyl)phosphonium chloride) networks presenting a salinity dependent swelling behavior, allowing them to self-heal in low and physiologically relevant salt concentrations for biomedical area [154]; or converting bromobutyl rubber into ionic imidazolium bromide reversible ionic associates, presenting physical cross-linking ability, which facilitates the healing processes by temperature- or stress-induced rearrangements, thereby enabling a fully cut sample to retain its original properties after the self-healing process [155]; just to mention a few.

However, the implementation of self-healing structures into a polymer generally leads to a decrease in mechanical properties of a material. Thus, new approaches are necessary to overcome this drawback. The epoxy–silica hybrids synthesized in the presence of ILs proved to be efficient as high performance SMP [9], which work with similar dynamic bonding mechanisms as self-healing materials, but preserving or even improving the original mechanical properties of the polymer matrix. This could be demonstrated by Dubois et al., which synthesized ionic nanocomposites based
on imidazolium-functionalized polyurethanes and surface-modified sulfonated silica nanoparticles forming an extensive 3D network of well-dispersed particles. Consequently, mechanical improvements such as 11-fold increase in strain at break, 40-fold increase in tensile toughness and a 2.5-fold increase in stiffness, compared to the neat polymer, could be obtained. The dynamic and reversible nature of the ionic crosslinks within the nanocomposites inflicts remarkable reversible plasticity/shape-recovery. This gives the nanocomposites a unique strain-dependent behavior, where the deformation increases with increasing strain rate, and return to the normal state after deformation, including both shape-memory and self-healing properties [156] (Figure 11).

6. Conclusions and Outlook

This review discussed the application of ionic liquids (ILs) and poly ionic liquids (PILs) to nanocomposite formation, their effects during the processes and in the final composites properties, highlighting their interfacial effects, especially when colloidal processes were involved. As a background for the discussion, the state-of-art of the following subjects was covered: (i) hybrid formation using the sol-gel process; (ii) molecular imprinting during the sol-gel process; (iii) the ILs and their role when applied into the sol-gel process; (iv) molecular imprinting of ILs into sol-gel species, also within complex systems (ex situ and in situ) such as polymer matrices; (v) the ILs’...
multiple-bonding nature effects at the materials interfaces; and (vi) the applications that may emerge from this strategies.

The application of ILs into the sol-gel process allows structural control, conducted by their self-assembly and multiple-bonding features. ILs interact with the growing system through H-bond “co-π-π stacking” mechanism, forming a variety of morphologically different hybrid materials under mild reaction conditions. This creates an ordered solvation layer of ILs on the silica surface, which influences the interfacial interactions. Thus, differences in size, geometry, polarity and Coulomb coupling forces between cations and anions, which influence ILs’ viscosity and transition temperatures, directly contribute to the final silica particles morphology, size and compactness. Moreover, the presence of the C-H unities in the imidazolium ring and functionalization with polar groups could further intensify the ILs multiple H-bonding.

These ILs’ features significantly influence the nanocomposites/hybrids interfaces, also adding to them an ionic character. However, not many studies discuss the interface ionicity influence to the nanocomposites properties. Only very recently, this subject has been raised and very promising results were observed. Besides the outstanding mechanical properties reinforcements, very desirable properties, such as selective gas/liquid permeability, shape–memory and self-healing, were added to the final nanocomposites. Thus, we hope to have convinced researchers, especially from the areas of colloidal and interface sciences, that further investigations in this subject are worthwhile and could allow developing prospective new materials for many areas, such as biomedicine, electronics, aerospace, smart fabrics, intelligent packaging, sensors and actuators.
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